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The purpose of this study was to influence a change 
in the perception of educators toward the importance of 
elevating the mental caliber of students entering trade 
skill training programs. The variable of intelligence was 
presented as the key to the elevation of trade skill levels. 
It has become evident that through the years 1966 to 
1977 a steady decline has occurred in the skill of crafts-
men working in the vocational fields. This decline could be 
contributed directly to the individuals, who upon leaving 
our schools, entered the vocational fields. 
The new technologies employed in industry and in the 
vocational fields, along with the changes in our economy, 
demands more knowledgeable workers. To satisfy this demand 
· the stigma toward Vocational Education must be removed and 
its status elevated to one equal to other disciplines. This 
point is supported by Peter Drucker, writer, consultant and 
economic phrophet,who stresses the fact that skills taught 
4 
by teachers in Vocational Education for the second rate are 
obsolete. 1 This stigma must be.eliminated and equal emphasis 
must be given to the role of skill training in our society. 
PROBLEM STATEMENT 
The problem of this study was to determine if a correla-
, 
tion exists between the degree of a student's intelligence 
and the degree of his trade skill in a vocational field. 
RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
• 
The purpose of this study was to provide educators 
information regarding a correlation between intelligence and 
mechanical skill. Information was compiled to solve this pro-
blem by answering research questions. These included: 
1. To determine if intelligence was a factor 
in how proficiently a student performs 
at his trade. 
2. To indicate the variable important to the 
elevation of skill levels. 
With this information educators should become cognizant of the 
need to elevate the mental caliber of students entering Voca-
tional Education and also the need to elevate the status of 
Vocational Education. 
NEED FOR THE STUDY 
Peter Drucker's book, The Age of Discontinuity, probes 
5 
into the discontinuities in technology, economy, society, 
politics and education. He claims that the economy in the 
United States has changed from one of manufacturing goods 
to disbursing knowledgeo Up until World War II, the semi-
skilled machine operator and men on the assembly line were the 
heart of the American work forceo These workers performed 
their jobs with skills acquired through the rote process. 
They were animated cogs in the gears of industry. Today, 
however, the center of the American work force is the know-
ledge worker, the man or woman who applies to productive 
• 
work ideas, concept and information rather than skill or brawn. 
The productive knowledge has become the key to productivity, 
competence, strength and economic achievement. 
A recent article written by Appy Chandler, Virginian 
Pilot staff writer, titled "Labor-Shy Yard Readies T.V. 
Want Ads" quotes John L. Whittier, Chief of Personnel at 
the Navy Yard. 
Because of the shortage which you could 
estimate in the hundreds, the work load 
in the yard is dictated not by available 
work, but by people available to perform 
the work. Vocational schools in the area 
don't supply us with qualified mechanics. 
This means we have to go outside the re-
gion to recruit. 2 
Mr. Whittier emphasizes the shortage of skilled workers. 
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This ·shortage will grow more critical as technology advances. 
The new technology that will c~ntrol our future economy will 
demand knowledge workers. The burden of supplying the 
nucleus for this new labor force lies in the hands of educators. 
Recent media reports that in our society college education 
is not the sole source of trained workers. Many workers ctre 
, 
needed with less than baccalaureate degrees. Today, post 
high school vocational education is looked to for providing a 
trained work force for our technological society. 
However, the original concept in America was that 
Vocational Education was education for manual work which sug-
gests Vocational Education is not· concerned with work involving 
mental activity. This concept originated .in the 19th century 
schools for underprivileged children and has resulted in the 
present day practice of placing mentally and socially handi-
capped students in vocational courses without regard to the 
learner's interest or ability. Some educators suggest that it 
is undemocratic to teach a person to become a carpenter because 
by doing so that person may be prevented from becoming a lawyer, 
a doctor, or a statesman. 
In order to fullfil their obligation of providing a nucleus 
for the future knowledge work force, educators must review their 
original concept of Vocational Education. They must elevate 
Vocational Education standards and attract bright and motivated 
young people into its programs. 
ASSUMPTIONS OF THE STUDY 
The following assumptions· are fundamental to this 
study: 
1. The content validity of this study will cover 
trade skills in all vocational areas. 
2. Elevating the mental level of Vocational Edu-
cation students will produce,higher skilled and 
more knowledgeable people to fill the demand of 
the new knowledgeable labor force. 
7 
3. Those students having higher grades in skill 
proficiency will also have higher mental ability 
and achievement scores. 
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
The following limitations have effected this study: 
1. The classes of vocational students who are 
the target population of this study are a cross 
sectional average of all vocational training classes. 
2. The instructors responsible for students education 
were objective in their grading through-out the 
two years of teaching these particular classes. 
3. The achievement and mental ability scores for these 
students are accurate in their assessment. 
4. The population is limited to every other student 
enrolled in seven different skill training classes at 
Norfolk Technical Vocational School. 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
. 
The following is a list of terms relative to the 
research. A basic knowledge of these terms will assist 
the reader in understanding this study. 
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Vocational Education. Actual experiences and related 
materials used to prepare a student f9r a trade skill. 
~r~de Skill. Ability to perform in a workmanlike 
manner those functions explicit to a particular trade such 
as electrical, plumbing, carpentry, etc.' 
Intelligence. The inate ability to reason and resolve 
problems. 
Semi-skilled. The ability to perform a function that 
is learned by the rote method. 
Manual Work. Work performed by the hands but guided by 
the mind. 
Knowledgeable Work Force. People who can apply concept 
and information along with skill. 
SUMMARY OF THE REMAINING CHAPTERS 
The nature and purpose of the study introduced the question 
and need for the study. Included in Chapter I were the introduc-
tion, need for the study, limitations, and assumptionso 
9 
Chapter II relates the background and reasons for the 
deterioration of the United States skilled labor force. 
Research material was presented to emphasize the variable 
necessary to elevate the caliber of skills. Chapter III 
discusses the target population, how subjects were selected, 
the conditions under which the data was collected, the 
treatment variables manipulated, measuring instruments used, 
and how the data was analyzed and interpreted. Chapter IV 
is a summation of the data collected and the statistical 
findings from that data. Finally, Chapter V presents the summary, 
• 
conclusions, and recommendations of this study. 
10 
Chapter II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
INTRODUCTION 
This chapter presents a review of literature depict-
ing educators view points over the yeqrs toward vocational 
educa~i~~. The literature reveals that the factor intelli-
gence was channeled into academic disciplines.The positive 
correlation between intelligence and skill levels was 
ignored or shunned. ~ince it is the purpose of this paper 
to determine the relationship between intelligence and 
proficiency at a trade skill only literature that is applic-
able to this specific purpose was presented. 
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
President John F. Kennedy in 1961 requested the 
Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare to convene an 
advisory body composed of representatives of education, 
labor, industry, agriculture and lay-public to act as a 
Panel of Consultants on Vocational Education. Their job 
was to determine the vocational educational needs of the 
United States and how well the schools were meeting these 
11 
needs. In 1964 the Panel revealed its findings. 
It was shown that vocational programs were not prepar-
ing persons for enough kinds of jobs and that post secondary 
technical training was in critical need. The Panel 0 s general 
recommendations were that in a changing world of work, 
vocational education must: 
1. Offer training opportunities ,to the 21-million 
noncollege graduates who would enter the labor 
markets in the 1960s. 
2. Provide training or retraining for the millions 
of workers whose skills and technical knowledge 
must be updated as well as those whose jobs will 
disappear due to increasing efficiency, automation, 
or economic change. 
3. Meet the critical need for highly skilled crafts-
men and technicians through education during and 
after the high school years. 
4. Expand the vocational and technical programs con-
sistent with employment possibilities and national 
economic needs. 3 
The Panel suggested that the federal government con~inue 
to work with state and local school agencies to develop and 
improve the skills of its citizens. One of the contributing 
factors to this state of affairs was the United States public 
educational system's attitude toward education. 
In this system an aim has been established to give every 
student the opportunity to develop his talents to the highest 
possible level. However, the focus has always been on the 
12 
high~st level of academic education. Students are urged, under 
the current conditions of American higher education to prepare 
for college and to do nothing that might impair their ability 
to attend these institutions. Consequently, the existence of 
Vocational Education is often understood in a negative context. 
Although it has been stressed that Vocational Education is 
for students who do not have the abiltty or the financial 
resou£c~~ for college work, these same students are told not 
to take vocational courses because by taking them it might make 
college admissions more difficult. Furthermore, educators view 
Vocational Education as non-educational and non-preparatory for 
liberal arts. It exists solely for the student who is determined 
to become a craftsman and for those students "dumped" from the 
academic track. 
As far back as the introduction of Manual Training Schools 
there have been conflicting theories of education. Many 
professional educators did not recognize the educational value 
of any type of manual activity. These educators feared that 
the manual training idea would break down the standards of the 
college preparatory type of secondary school which was becom-
ing established at the close of the 19th century. These ed-
ucators contended that the state violated the rights of the 
students when it undertook to prescribe their future careers 
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during their school age. It was felt that whatever energy or 
strength used in manual exercises with tools was just so much 
energy withdrawn from mental t~aining. The business of the 
school was not to educate operatives but to supply the elements 
of general culture which was necessary to all men and women 
alike. 
The results of this impression has had a devasting effect 
upon the skilled labor force in this country. The misconception 
that intelligence and skill are not dependent upon each other 
has deprived this country of the knowledgeable skilled work-
men necessary for its.future growth. New technologies are 
gradually replacing the established industries of today. The 
semi-skilled and unskilled labor force developed by the present 
biased system and now utilized by industry will gradually diminish 
as these industries become stagnant and die out. The growth 
and future of this country depends upon the development of a 
new knowledgeable skilled work force. The present apprentice-
ship system and industrial training programs are inadequate 
to produce the number of skilled workers that are needed. It 
is up to the school system to fill this need. 
The findings of Donald H. Johnson and Leon K. Miller 
dramatically emphasize that the variable essential to problem 
solving, skill level and performance is intelligence. 
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Johns~n researched the "Psycho-Social Charactaristics of 
Secondary School Vocational Trainees Rated by Their Instructors 
as Having Poor Worker Potential." In his study of 269 boys 
and 388 girls from 30 vocational schools in the state of 
Wisconsin he found poor potential workers to be low in intelli-
gence, grades, achievement values, aspirations and self-
4 
image. 
Mi::ar sought to find the inter-relation in the performance 
of bright, normal and dull children on learning and problem 
solving tasks. In his study of 275 jun~or high students and 
109 fourth graders, he found that bright students outscored 
5 
their age peers in all tasks. 
As has been shown, many believe that levels of intelligence 
can be directly related in the skills that an individual can 
perform on the job. The following section will explain exactly 
. what is meant by intelligence and why it is so important ~o 
the performance of individuals. 
INTELLIGENCE 
Intelligence is the innate ability to reason. This allows 
the resolution of problems. The greater the intelligence the 
greater the ability to resolve more intricate and complicated 
problems. 
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The correlation between intelligence and proficiency in 
trade skills evolves from the extent that problem solving 
is part and parcel of that particular trade. A trade that 
involves a great amount of problem solving in its performance 
will demand a higher level of intelligence in the performer. 
The World Book Encyclopedia defines intelligence as 
follows: 
Intelligence is the total of a persons abilities 
to meet and to deal with various situations. 
These abilities are based on both experience and 
knowledge. A person who works out new ways of 
acting in an unfamiliar situation uses intelli-
gence if he bases his action on.the result he 
expects it to produce. Intelligent behavior in-
cludes efforts to foresee the results of action 
through a consideration of past experiences. 
It also includes using the foreseen results as a 
basis for deciding what to do. In this sense, 
intelligence may be defined as "the shaping of 
the present and the future by the past." 6 
SUMMARY 
The literature reveals that educators in the past view-
ed Vocational Education as non academic and as such had little 
value in educating the young. In contrast to their thinking, 
national agencies fully aware of this country's needs have 
expressed the necessity for a skilled labor force and have 
placed the responsibility for such a labor force on the should-
ers of the school system. The findings of Miller and Johnson 
emphasize the importance of intelligence in accomplishing this 
task. 
Chapter III 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
Chapter III provides the strategy for carrying 
out this study. A step by step layout of procedures 
necessary to acquire the information and evaluate the 
information are included in this chapter. 
TARGET POPULATION 
The subjects sampled in this study were students who 
• 
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attended trade skill classes at Norfolk Technical Vocational 
Center, Norfolk, Virginia. These ·students formed the classes 
in seven of the trade skill programs offered at the Technical 
Center over the last two years. By taking students in most 
fields of trade skills this study was able to produce a cross 
sectional view of most students receiving an education in 
Vocational Education. 
SELECTION OF SUBJECTS 
The students selected for this study were those who had 
taken the SRA Short Test of Educational Ability prior to com-
pleting their studies at the Norfolk Vocational Technical 
Center. This additional data made this study feasible. In 
the remainder of this paper, the SRA test will be referred to 
as S.T.E.A. 
CONDITIONS OF DATA COLLECTION 
Prior to the collection of the data, permission was 
obtained from Dr. Forster (letter included in Appendix A) 
to perform this research in the Norfolk school system. 
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The classroom grades for efficiency and skill at their ~rades 
were collected with the assistance of ~he principal of the 
Norfolk ~achnical Vocational Center and the teachers con-
ducting the various classes in trade skills. The grades from 
the achievement and mental ability test~ (S.ToE.A.) were 
collected at the five.Norfolk high schools housing the records 
of students selected at the Technical Center. This method of 
obtaining students grades was chosen so that there would be 
little or no interference with classroom instruction. 
TREATMENT VARIABLES MANIPULATED 
The two variables (1) achievement and mental ability 
test scores (S.T.E.A.) and (2) classroom grades for effic-
iency and skill at their trade were paired as per student. 
The paired grades were then listed in order of their standing 
in the achievement and mental ability scores (S.T.E.A.). 
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MEASURING INSTRUMENT 
The measuring instruments used to determine the 
correlation between these two factors was Pearson product-
moment coefficient of correlation and the index of forecast-
ing efficiency. The formulas used were: 
E:: ( I -
([Y)'.L] 
N. 
~I -rtz )JOO 
DATA ANALYZED AND INTERPRETED 
The data was analyzed and interpreted to determine 
if a significant percentage of students who made higher 
grades in class and were more proficient at their craft also 
had higher achievement and mental ability scores (S.T.E.A.). 
Interpretation was made through statistical measurements. 
19 
SUMMARY 
This chapter describes the target population as be-
ing those students who have attended the Norfolk Technical 
Vocational Center over the last two years and who have taken 
the achievement and mental ability test (S.T.E.A.) given by 
that school during that period of time. The chapter also 
( 
describes the statistical methods used to determine if a 
significant degree of correlation exists between class grades 




This study was designed to determine the relationsh_ip 
between intelligence and the ability to perform at a trade 
skill. For the purposes of this study, intelligence was 
measu~ed by the SRA Short Test of Educational Ability 
(S.T.E.A. see Appendix B) Scores. The ability to perform 
a trade skill was measured by classroom grades for two 
semesters. • 
The data for this study was provided by the perman-
ent records of 131 students. These students were chosen 
at random from the following vocational classes: 
17 students from cosmetology 
26 students from air conditioning and plumbing 
8 students from horticulture 
10 students from auto mechanics 
19 students from electricity 
22 students from carpentry 
29 students from computer programming 
(See Appendix C for description of courses) 
The scores derived from the class grades were computed 
as follows: 
A = 4 A-A = 8 B-C = 5 D-I = 1 
B = 3 A-B = 7 B-D = 4 
C = 2 A-C = 6 C-C = 4 
D = 1 B-B = 6 C-D =- 3 
I = 0 A-D = 5 D-D =- 2 
21 
·Tables 1 through 7 in the Appendix D present the data 
from this study including the correlation factor for each 
individual trade skill. This chapter contains an analysis 
and interpretation of that data including the coefficient 
of correlation and the index of forecasting efficiency. 
The Pearson product-moment method of determining Lhe 
coefficient of correlation was computed between the S.T.E.A. 
scores and classroom grades. From the coefficient of corre-
lation the index for forecasting trade skill ability was 
computed. The data gathered from each trade skill was treated 
• 
separately and the findings are presented by catagory only. 
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S.T.E.A. Scores and Classroom Grades (Computer Programming) 
Table 1 indicates the Pearson product-moment correlation 
coefficient between S.T.E.A. scores and classroom grades in 
computer programming results in a coefficient of positive .846. 
An r of 0496 is needed to be significant at the .01 level. This 
r factor indicates that in 99 out of 100 cases there would be a 
significant relationship between these two variables. 
The index of forecasting efficiency obtained is 46.7%. This 
means that by using the S.ToE.A. scores, the chance of success-
fully predicting achievement in computer programming rises from 
• 
50 out of 100 to 73.4 out of 100. 
Table 1 
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S.T.E.A. ~cores and Classroom Grades (Electricity) 
Table 2 indicates the Pearson product-moment correlation 
coefficient between S.T.E.A. scores and classroom grades in 
electricty results in a coefficient of positive .81. An r of 
.496 is needed to be significant at the .01 level. This r 
factor indicates that in 99 out of 100 cases there would be a 
' significant relationship between these two variables. 
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The index of forecasting efficiency obtained is 41.4%. This 
means that by using the S.T.E.A. scores, the chance of success-
fully predicting achievement in electricty rises from 50 out of 
• 
100 to 70.7 out of 100. 
Table 2 
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S.T.E.A. Scores and Classroom Grades (Air Conditioning & Plumbing) 
Table 3 indicates the Pearson product-moment correlation 
coefficient between S.T.E.A. scores and classroom grades in air-
conditioning and plumbing results in a coefficient of positive 
.59. An r of .496 is needed to be significant at the .01 level. 
This r factor indicates that in 99 out of 100 cases there would be 
a significant relationship between these two variables. 
The index of forecasting efficiency obtained is 19.26%. This 
means that by using the S.T.E.A. scores, the chance of success-
fully predicting achievement in air-conditioning and plumbing rises 
• 
from 50 out of 100 to 59.6 out of 100. 
Table 3 
Computation of rand E for S.T.E.A. Scores and Classroom Grades 
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S.T.E.A. ~cores and Classroom Grades (Horticulture) 
Table 4 indicates the Pearson product-moment correlation 
coefficient between S.T.E.A. scores and classroom grades in 
horticulture results in a coefficient of positive .526. An r of 
.496 is needed to be significant at the .01 level. This r factor 
indicates that in 99 out of 100 cases there would be a significant 
relationship between trese two variables. 
The index of forecasting efficiency obtained is 14.95%. This 
means that by using the S.T.E.A. scores, the chance of successfully 
predicting achievement in horticulture rises from·5o out of 100 to 
• 
57.5 out of 100. 
Table 4 
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S.T.E.A. Scores and Classroom Grades (Carpentry) 
Table 5 indicates the Pearson product-moment correlation 
coefficient between SoToEoA. scores and classroom grades in 
· carpentry results in a coefficient of positive .46. An r of .241 
is needed to be significant at the .05 level. This r factor in-
dicates that in 95 out of 100 cases there would be a significant 
relationship between these two variables. 
The index of forecasting efficiency obtained is 11.21%. This 
means that by using the S.T.E.A. scores, the.chance of successfully 
predicting achievement in carpentry rises from 50 out of 100 to 
• 
55.6 out of 100. 
Table 5 
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S.T.E.A. ·scores and Classroom Grades (Auto Mechanics) 
Table 6 indicates the Pearson ~roduct-moment correlation 
coefficient between S.T.E.A. scores and classroom grades in auto 
mechanics results in a coefficient of negative .22. An r of .183 
is needed to be significant at the .1 level. This r factor 
indicates that in 90 out of 100 cases there would be a signifi-
I 
cant relationship between these two variables. 
The index of forecasting efficiency obtained is 2.45%. This 
means that by using the S.T.E.A. scores, the chance of success-
fully predicting achievement in auto mechanics rises from 50 out 
of 100 to 51.23 out of 100. 
Table 6 
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S.ToE.A. Scores and Classroom Grades (Cosmetology) 
Table 7 indicates the Pearson product-moment correlation 
coefficient between S.TaEaA. scores and classroom grades in 
cosmotology results in a coefficient of negative .805. An r 
of .496 is needed to be significant at the .01 level. This r 
factor indicates that in 99 out of 100 cases there would be a 
, 
significant relationship betwen these two variables. 
The index of forecasting efficiency obtained is 40.7%. 
This means that by using the S.T.EaA. Scores_, the chance of 
successfully predicting achievement in cosmetology rises from 
• 
50 out of 100 to 70.3 out of 100. 
Table 7 
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SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS 
The statistical methods that have been used to evaluate 
the data consist of the Pearson product-moment method of 
determining the coefficient of correlation and the index of 
forecasting efficiency. The findings yielded by these 
statistical methods are more meaningful when they are analy-
zed in terms of the individual trade skills mental require-
ments. In this way the findings can be more specifically 
interpreted by counselors and teachers dealing with students 
wishing to enter into trade school programs. 
The range in r factors indicates those skills requiring 
greater intelligence to those skills requi~ing the ability 
to learn by rote. Both ends of the spectrum have been analyzed 
from computer programming at the high positive end to cosmet-
·ology at the high negative end. 
Chapter V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS 0 AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
SUMMARY 
This study was undertaken to determine the relatio~1-
ship between the degree of a student's' intelligence and 
30 
the deg~ee of his proficiency at a trade skill. The find-
ings reveal that a relationship exists between these two 
variables in those trade skills that require good reasoning 
• 
powers. 
The research indicates that there are trade skills that 
demand less intelligence but require profi~iency be obtained 
partially through the rote method. This study also discloses 
that there are trade skills that demand little intelligence 
but require proficiency be obtained wholly through the rote 
method. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Based on the findings of this study the following 
conclusions have been drawn: 
1. There is a correlation between intelligence and 
proficiency in a trade skill that requires a high level 
of reasoning ability to learn that skill. The sampling 
31 
indicates that this may hold true for computer programming, 
electricity, and air conditionipg and plumbing. 
2. There is a less degree of correlation between 
intelligence and proficiency in a trade skill whose skill 
is acquired partially through the rote method. Carpentry 
and auto mechanics appear to be in this area. 
I 
3. There is a negative correlation between intelligence 
and proficiency in a trade skill whose skill is acquire wholly 
through the rote method. The high negative correlation be-
tween intelligence and trade skill found by this study in 
• 
cosmetology indicates that cosmetology could be in this 
category. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
It is hoped that this research will serve as a base of 
knowledge upon which further work can be undertaken to pro-
vide more substantial evidence of the intelligence levels 
required in the skills measured by this study and also in 
the numerous other trades in the vocational field. This 
conclusive data would enhance the effectiveness with which 
counselors could more accurately guide students into trade 
skills. 
The matching of both man and trade skill intelligence 
levels could elevate skill proficiency and provide success 
32 
for the many who would otherwise be unsuccessful in reaching 
their maximum potential. This formula could be a viable 
aid in helping the schools fulfill their obligation of pro-
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SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION BUILDING. POST OFFICE BOX 1357 
NORFOLK. VIRGINIA 23501 
January 22, 1979 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: Mr. John W. Brown, Principal, Granby High School 
Mr. Robert J. Steckroth, Principal, Lake Taylor 
Senior High School 
Dr. Fred G. Benham, Principal, Maury High School 
Mr. Charles w. Perdue, Principal, Norview Senior 
High School · 
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Mr. Thomas A. Newby, Principal, Washington High School 
FROM: R. M. Forster, Assistant Superintendent, Instructional 
and Pupil Support Services ;/ Jl1 ;;,-
SUBJECT: Request for Research Data 
This is to introduce Mr. David Bunin who has been given per-
mission to gather data for research relative to the correlation 
between intelligence test scores and the ability to perform 
skilled manual or mechanical work. Mr. Bunin has assembled 
part of the data from the Norfolk Technical Vocational Center. 
He is now requesting your cooperation in the final step of this 
study. 
It is understood that complete confidentiality (no names, or 
identification of any kind) will be used by Mr. Bunin in his 
research. 
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SRA Short Test of Educational Ability 7 
this), is the one choice that is scored correct. 
This kind of problem arises with any ability 
test, of course; it may not he any more prev;i-
h•nt in this tr.'-t than in others ( the reviewer 
counted some 7 items for which this problem 
seemed to exist). In any case it no douht pro-
duces some ln,,:cring of reliability and validity. 
* the test can he said to he self-aclministering 
onlv if subjects can read and um!erstan<I such 
sentences as: ".\II fom pictures except the 
phonograph arr alike because they arc musical 
instruments, and n~r.Y the phonograph re-
peats the ,om.,:" made hy other instruments." * 
it is clear that one can ti nd l1etter tests than the 
PRT to predict academic performance. The 
test authors interpret the significant correlations 
between the PRT and the :\onverhal. Otis and 
DAT tests as su1,pnrting, or at least not o\'er-
throwing. an 11\'pnthesis that the PRT does, 
indcecl, measure "learnin~ potentiat." They 
imply that the low correlations het,,·ecn the 
PRT and measures of acaclemic achic,·ement 
indicate culture fairness. It is worth paying 
heed to the fact, however. that tests can show 
moderate correlation with so-railed general abil-
ity tests ancl Im,· correlation with academic 
performance and yet not he particularly culture 
fair. mud1 less lw measures of "learning poten-
tial." foluency tests, for example, have these 
characteristics an<! vet are not regarded as cul-
ture fair. Low cor~elation with academic per-
formance is hv no means a necessary or suffi-
·cient inclicato; of culture fair measurement of 
"learning potential." su:.1 :.1.\RY. In the re\'iew-
er's opinion this t('st should be considered to he 
in an experimental sta_(.!'c of development. Insti-
tutional derisions should he based upon the use 
of this test onlv if additional research is done to 
. establish the l;asis for the decision. Individual 
decisions based upon the use of this test should 
be made only \\'ith considerable caution and then 
o'nly with the aid of a psychologist or educator 
who has a very good ttn<lerstanding of the meas-
urement of human aliilities. 
[ 382] 
*SRA Short Test of Educational Ability. Crades 
kgn-I, 2-J, 4--0, i-8, (J-12; 196~70; STEA; 2 e_di-
tions; interpretive manual ('60. () pa!(, s) : conversion 
tables ('70, 9 pa~es) : approx;matcly 80 per cent of 
the items in the series were taken irom Si~.·1 l'ri111ars 
Mental Abiliti.-s and SJ<A Tests of Educatio11al A/,il-
ity; norms derived by cqt1ati11g with parent tests; JS_\' 
per interpretive manual: postage extra; Spamsh edi-
tion available; Science Research A~sociates, Inc. • 
a) HAND SCORED ElllTIO:S. (;ra<lcs kgn-1, 2-3, 4-6, 7-8, 
9-12; S levels in J bookkts. 
1) L,·,:cls 1-.'. Grades kgn-1, 2-3; 2 overlappi: 
levels in I booklet: 1 form ('66, 11 pages) ; man: 
('66, 18 pages) : $j.55 per 25 tests; $1.05 per s1,1 
men set : ( 30-40) minutes. . 
2) Lc,•cls J-,1. ( ,rarles 4-6, i-8: 2 over! ppmg le\'• 
in I booklet: I form ('66, 7 pages, seli-marking 
manual ('66, IO pages) : $5.~5 per 25 tests; $1. 
per speC'imcn set: 20( 30) minutes. 
3) l.r,·cl 5. (;r;«k· 0-12: 1 form ('66, 8 pages, sel 
marking) : ma11ual ( '66, 8 pJges) : $4.80 per -
tests: $ 1.05 per '!'<:cimen set ; 20 (JO) minutes. 
/,) ~!ACIIINE SC<W.\l<l.F. FOIT!O:S. Grades kgn-r, 2-.l 
r form ('66, 8 pagc,. \'CS sc«rahle); 2 levels: mar> 
ing practice shec,t ('<i6, 1 page, ; test. mate~ials ar; 
scoring service, 55<' and over per test; specimen ~, 
nnt a\·ailahle: 30(40) minutes. 
1) l.r1.·cl I. Cra(les kgn-1: manual ('66, 14 pages/ 
2) Lc1.•t?I 2. Grades 2-3; manual ( '66, 13 pages). 
REFF:RENCES 
1. Jo-sES, \VtLLIA.M PAt'L, Prrdfrtlno Aradrr-1ir Prrfon11a,h·, 
rf'it/1 tl,r Short Test of T:'d1ccatw1111/ A.!,!Jity Consi.:lcrin(I Socini 
Cla.u and Sr.r Difffrt'IT(r.,. Doctor'~ th('<.is, N('\\.' ~texico Statr 
l'ni,·ersity (('nivcrsit;- Park, '.\'.:\!.), 196R. (DA zo:J8Jz.\' 
2. Josr.s, \\'. PAL'L. "~ex Di!T<>rc.·no~n in Academ1c Pr~d1L 
ticm." .\ft'"al er Et·aJ G"u.,d J(Z) :88--91 SU '70 .• 
RUSSEL F. GREE:--:, [<cscarclr Co11s11(/a11t i11 Psy-
clwlog_v am{ Education, I I c11ricfta, N .-,c· Y e>r/.:. 
This test consish of fi\'C lc\'els of increasing 
diffirnlty which are representer! as spanning 
grades .K through 12. The instructions are 
clear!\' \\'ritten and seem to co\·er all details that 
might he needed. The format is easy to follow. 
The norms and cr,nversion tables are well laid 
out and eas\' to follow. 
Except f~r portions of Le\'els r and ,=;, the 
items used were taken i rom current editions of 
the SR.,/ l'ri11wn .\lc11tal .·/bilitics (P.\L\) or 
from the SR.·1 Tests of !iducatio11al Ahilit_v 
(TE.A). N' o standardization ,ample, as surhL 
was used. Rather. these short i orms were ad-
ministered to stu,Jents in six Chicago area 
schools. along with the P\lr\ for gr,Ldes K 
thro,1!."h ,1 and the Tl·~c\ for grades 4 through 
1 I. IS] equivalents were then obtainecl by equat-
ing- the STEA scores with the P.\IA and TEA 
scures using the equi-percentile method. The 
implication is that the nor111i1ig of the STE:\ is 
equinlent to that oi the P\! .\ and the TE:\. 
Correlations between the STE.-\ and P.\IA 
ranged from .53 to .78, a\·eraging about .70. 
Correlations between the STEA and the TEA 
ranged fro111 .54 to .82, a1·craging about .75. 
The i111plication here sec111s tu be that the 
STE:\ is supposed to l,e valid inr 111aking the 
same kinds of predicti011s that the long forms 
( P\[A anrl TE.\ l make. ~o other data rele-
vant to valiclity are pre~('nted in the manual. 
The STEA would appear to have quite 
limitecl usefulness and little reason for being 
publishecl. There is a continuing desire on the 
- ----- --·-----------
part of educators tCJ ha \'e tests which \\"ill pro-
vide valid predictors of academic achie\'elllent 
hut which \\"ill not take 111uch time away from 
instruction. This test represents anothe~ effort 
at developing a test \\"hich, presrnnably. is sup-
posed to lie hetter in sollle \\"ay than other tests 
on the market. Xo e\·idence that it is. is aYail-
ahle. In fact, there are se\'eral shortcomings 
that the potential mer should keep in mind. 
First. the developers give no e\·irlcnce that 
their choice of ~uhtests nr of items is the 
optimum set for the purpose. lk\·eloping such 
e\'idence \\·ntild not h;1\·e heen difficult, and per-
haps it was don<': uot 111entio11i11.c: it woul<I 
represent a scriou, m·ersight. 
Second. 110 "' idc11<-c is presented to support 
the den·lopers' clai111 that LeYels l and 2 amid 
"dependence on cn11curre11t school achien·-
ment." .-\H1iding an~· items tint depend 011 r<'ad-
ing ability may acco111plish this t<i some <il'grce. 
Thcre is substanti:t! e\·iclence, hm\·ever, th:1t 
avoidins: ,-erlial 111;1tcrial is bv no means a sufti-
cien'. strategy for aniiding s·uch dq,e1ide11ce. 
Third. the use of 11111ltiple choic<' items in a 
short-form test precludes the p< ,ssihilitY of satis-
factorily discri111i11;1ti11g :1mo11g students \\'hn 
are i11 the lower portion of the scale. Tire 111ea11 
for _fi1·e-ye111· olds 011 Le,•c/ I is actually set al 
tire theoretical cfra11cc score! I fence for thi~ test 
there probably is 110 discrimination at all in the 
entire lo\\'er two-thirds of the distribution. This 
situation i111proves somewhat at higher lc\'els 
and ages but its discri111ination is never satis-
factory. 
_ fonrth. added tr, the problem of poor rlis-
crimination among lo\\'er scores is the fact that 
the stan<bnl errors of measurement appe:tr to 
he large ( about (,.,:;) re lat in- to the assumed 
stamlard clcviatio11s 1 10) for both Levels I 
and 2. 
Fifth, the reliabilities of Len·ls I and 2 ( .82 
to .R+) are too low fnr com fort if one wishes to 
make inferences about individu_als. This ]>roh-
:1hly is due to the chance element being so im-
portant in the lo\\Tr ha! f of tlw distributions. 
Sixth. the IQ's obtained are trio often 1,oor 
estimates of the [~J's one would obtain irom 
the longer, more reliable. 111ore comprehensive 
versions from v·hich these \\"ere constructed. 
The standard errors of estimate of predicting 
TQ's 011 the longer versions from the short 
for111s are often more than one-half of th<' 
standard deviation. 
CON• 1.i-sioN. It seems clear that the STE;\ 
fail~ i11 attempting to be a sati~factory short-
forp1 estimate of ed11c;1.tional ahility ( aptitude l. 
I ts principal clown fall can be traced to short-
comings inherent in the use of n1ultiple choice 
items in short tests. If one is concerned only 
\\"ith differentiating among high aptitude stu-
dents. the test might he suitable, hut as age 
increases. the STE:\ becomes progressinly 
more unsatisfactory for differentiating amnni,; 
the lower two-thirds to one-thirc! of the ~tu-
dents, depending on the level. 
Educators, it seems, would he best advised to 
use long forms 'if their need is to make decisions 
about inrli\'idual students in the IL\\'cr one-third 
to t,rn-thirds of the :1hility range. 
As a short-form cstim:1te to he used for some 
kind, of research on groups. I .e\'els 2 through 
:i probably \\"nuld be quite satisfactory. 011e 
hesit:1tes to recom1i1end their use even for this 
pm pose if the research is to depe1 ,d on correla-
tion estimates or co\'aria11ce c·ontrols. 
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HE:--RY \\'1·:TTz, Prof cssor of T:durntion and 
f)irrrtor, Co1111scli11_q Cr11tcr, Duke U11ii·ersity, 
flurlw111, North Caroli11a. 
The principal ad\·antage claimed for the 
STE.\ is the li111ited time require<! for its ad-
ministration. The ,W or so minutes required to 
administer most JcyeJs nf the STE:\ represents 
an an·rage of about half the time required for 
the SRA Tests of F.ducatio11al Ability or tlw 
SN.·1 T'ri111arv .1!C11tal Ahi/itics. from which 
over So perce~t of the STEA items \\"ere dra·.rn. 
This advantage \\"as achiever! at the cost oi re-
duced reliahilit\· at some levels. 
The test is · said to be "designed to a Yoid 
reliance on achie\·ement concepts and skills 
acquired in school" and, in the c:1se of the first 
t\\'O leYels, "or at Ji, ,me: the tests for LeYels I 
and 2 do not. for exampl•·. require the pupil to 
read,'' \\"hile "the Level 3 and 4 tests .... rer1uire 
only the simplest readin~ skills." The subtcsts 
of the first t\\'O ]cYels, for example, purport to 
llll':tsure ability to idcnti fv cause and effect 
relationships, ~kill in si111p.le problem soh·ing, 
space \·isualization. pictorial vocabulary. and 
reco~nitir,n of missing numbers in a series .. \L 
though tl1<·,c skills are rarely taught in the ; re-
cise form in \\'hich they appe:tr i11 the it,,ms, 
they rlo represent hd1avioral objectives of <·du-
ration at this lcn:I. Similar corresponrl<'ncc 
het\\'ecn skills mea~ured hv the test and educ:-1-
tional objecti\'es 1s fot;nd throughout the 
STEA. And this is as it should be for a test 
designed to measure C'd11ca.tim1al ability. 
In the case of the LeYels r and 2 tests, co,·er-
ing gr:1des l,-3, the split-ha! f reliability co-
efficients reported, ranging from .82 to .84, 
represent a lower limit of usefulness for indi-
vidual measurement. Split-ha! f reliabilities for 
all other g;ades equal or exceed .(JO, which some 
will find acceptable for indi,·irlual assessment. 
Slightly lower K-R .:o's arc also reported. Test-
retest reliabilities would have been more mean-
ingful. 
Predictive v:ilidity data are not presently 
available, although the STE.\ is reported to 
correlate with the Pi\L\ and TE:\. (The me-
dian correi,Lti• .. , , eporterl was .7 2, ,,·ith correla-
tions ranging from .53 to .82.) Thus it is diffi-
cult to say at this time how much, if any, this 
test can contribute to the management of the 
learning expericn,es of a student. The Interpre-
tive l\1an11al appropriately warns the prospec-
tive user that the test "should not be regarded 
as measuring all factors or processe; usually 
associated with intelligence testing." 
Conversions of ra,,· scores to :\f A's and 
quotiei1ts for Levels 1 and 2 and to quotient 
scores, percentiles, and stanine.;; for all levels 
are proYided in the 1n:111t1als. These norms were 
developed by an equi-perccntilc method relating 
the STEA raw scores to the raw scores of the 
parent test, the P:\f . .\ or TE . .\. Hopefully. 
norms based on the STEA will be de,·eloped. 
The STEA appears to he a. moderately use-
ful instrument for estimating edttcational ability 
if testing time is a crucial factor. Limited re-
1-iability and the lack of predictiYe ,·alidity in-
formation reduce its use£ ulness. l 'se of this 
instrument should he re~t rictrd tn experimental 
administrations until Inca! \'alidity and reliabil-
ity studies can he ma.de or until the publishers 
provide adequate supporting in formation. 
J Ed Meas 8 (I) :./9-5I sf' '7 r. Raynard !. 
Dooley. * Validity is mentioned only once: 
"Predictive va.liditY is not available at this 
time." However, a concurrent type of validity is 
alluded to by establishing correlations between 
the STEA and the Primary :-lenta.l Abilities 
(PMA) or the STE:\ a.nrl the Tests of Edu-
cational Ability (TE:\). The P:'IIA and the 
TEA are parent tests of the STEA. The test 
publisher emphasizes these correlations by de-
claring: "The major value of the STEA lies in 
its .... high correlation with existing tests that 
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tak~ somewhat longer to administer." But both 
the Pl\lA and the TF . .\ have had a weak nlid-
ity .J;istory themseh·es, am! the reported correla-
tions are unimpressive when one considers the 
loss of content from the longer to the slwrter 
form-from the P~I:\ or the TEA to the 
STEA. * the entire process of relating the 
STE:\ to the P~TA or ,:1e TE.\ ran be ca.lied 
into question. First, the qmple used to calibrate 
scores for the STEA were not equated with the 
anchor test norms ( nor was matching inter 'led 
by the test publisher ·1. Second, the content of 
the tests \\·a.s not similar e\'en thm:.gh the STEA 
was extract"d from the P:'IIA a.nd TEA. \'alid-
ity was sacrificed for reliability in the shorter 
form, as the test publisher apparently extracted 
only those items f rorn ti •.· test that contributed 
the most to subtest score or total test score 0n 
the parent test. Content or factors of the parent 
test were not maintained in the sLorter test * 
Third. the correlations, although high in the 
equa.tin,g stttdy, do not support the use o~the 
equipercrnt ile method. The correlations are 
spuriously high: identiral items appear in both 
forms. The·STE.'\ illustrates the n1i~t1se of the 
split-ha.1.f and tlH' KR-.:o f1,rmula in comp11ti11g 
reliability. \\'hile reporting the u1,per le,·el of 
the STE:\ to be som-c\\'hat speeder!, the est 
publisher, nonetheless,- employs thc~e f orm11lae 
in ca.lcula.ting the relial,ility coefficient. The 
<-iTE.\ illustrates the i11a,kr1uacics in measuring 
bright youngsters at grades 3, 6. and 8. Oln·i-
ously. the bright you11g<;ters trstl'd \\'ith the 
STE.\ a.t their appropriate grade le\'cl ,rnuld 
hit a ceiling a.t that !,·,.Tl. B11t h.,"_. rloes 0ne 
identify a bright yourn.:~ter: by schnol achieve-
ment, h\' previous tt;t performance, or by 
intuition? Furthenn(lr(', ~houlrl a 3-. 6-, or 8-
t:;l'ade student who reaches a ceiling- at the ap-
propri:ite grade le,·cl ( as~uming he is a. student 
\\'ho has not heen identiliccl as bright before the 
test arl111inistra.tio11) lie retested with the next 
le,·el? The STE:\ 111:1:111al am\\'crs neit1lf:r 
question. Finalh·. arc tc:whers \\'h(l use this test 
\\'illing to separate the !,right youngsters from 
the grottp a.11d test the1;1 separately, a.s is re-
quired in the STE:\ directions. The :-;TEA 
illustrate, an attempt t,, co11strnct a. test that 
avoids depemknce 1111 co11,·111-re11t scl1ool achieYe-
ment. Hm\'e,·er. the <..;T 1-::\ ,,·a.s rleri,·er\ for 
most \('\·els from the TF \. :\ml the TE.\ \\'a.S 
va.lida.terl on common critninn mea.,ures sttrh a.s 
grade point averages ;,ml ac·hi1'\·e111ent tests. 
The TE.\ score and, conseri.uently, the STE.\ 
score are therefore estimates on ability deri\·ecl 
from and predictive of formal erl11eatinnal en-
counters. I rrespecti\·e of STEA's claim that 
reading at the various levels is kept to a mini-
mum, and omitted at the earlier JcyeJs, the par-
ent test was original!~· related to school achieYc-
ment criteria. 1\Torcm-cr, without further sup-
port for STEA, the claim of the test publisher 
appears unfounded. Summary. Thr test's 
strongest fcaure is. of course, its breYity-ad-
ministration time is only 30-35 minutes. The 
reliability coefficients are acceptable, ranging 
from .82 to .93. The test is easily scored, and 
conYertcd scores arr casil\' obtained in terms of 
quotients, mental ages. stanines, and percentiles. 
Uut validit) i1 '::mat ion is nonexistent, except 
for what can be inferred from the equating 
study. However, the equating study in which 
the STEA scores were calibrated irom the par-
ent, reference test ( either the P:\L\ or the 
TEA) is a questionable approach. In con-
clusion, unless the person who uses the STE.\ 
is willing to <lo research 011 his own, th~ test has 
little to recommend its adoption. 
J Ed JI cas 8( r) :51-2 sp 'i r. W. Paul Jones. 
[A rejoinder to the a1iove review from the pub-
lisher.] * Dooley notes that "the P:\ I A and 
TEA have had weak validity history them-
selves .... " That point seems questionable to this 
writer .. \ review of TEA by Ahmann ( 190_;) 
summarizer! that "the tests (TEA) .... correlate 
very highly with common criterion measures 
such as gra<le point aYerages and achieYement 
test scores." * The STE.\ is related to academic 
performance. beca,1se obviously an eclucational 
ahili~y test \\·ithout such relationship would he 
of little value. * Dooley's .... key question seemed 
to be the lack of anilahle data relating STEA 
scores to outside criteria. * Dooley .... was cor-
rect in pointing out that the only validity infor-
mation was that to he inferrecl from the parent 
instruments. * howr\'er. it should he noted that 
published data regarding the validity of STE:\ 
are now ;n·ailable * Tn summary, the STE:\ 
series seems to this writer to ha\'e attained the 
stated objective: tu provide a reliable estimate 
of educational abilit\· within a short administra-
tion tin1c. Reliahilit~· coefficients are acceptable. 
and while there can ·probably neYer he "enough" 
validity data, the aYailable data certainly sug-
gest a significant relationship between STEA 
scores and academic performance criteria. :\!-
though a national standardization of STF:\ 
would certainly be preferaLle to the equated 
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norms, the generally accepted procedures user! 
to calibrate STEA to the anchor tests should 
have resulted in usd ul norms conversions. The 
del;t owed by STEA to the parent instrnments 
in terms of content is obvious, but the pub-
lisher's statement that STE:\ does not measure 
all processes associated with intelligence testing 
is prudent. The objective of a short time limit 
for administration certainly precludes any ob-
jectiYe of total factorial coYerage. To suggest 
that the STEA has no faults is not the purp,,se 
of this reply. However. the data now aYailahle 
do suggest that, for those test users desiring- a 
useful eslimate of educational ahilitv with a 
minimal investment in testing time, the STE:\ 
series has much to offer. 
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*SRA Verbal Form. C.rarks 7-16 anil adults: 1n-16-
67: formC'rly called SRA Vrr[,a/ Clas.rificati,•i: /'()ml; 
abbreviated adaptation nf T/:r,rs/()IIC Test of .\lt-111.zt 
Alcrtnrss which is ar) ahbre,iatc,.l adaptati"n of,,;,,,,..._ 
ica11 C n11ncil ()II Ed11rati,m l's\'rlrolouirn/ Ex,1111i11ati,·,1 
/nr !liq!, Sclznr>l St11dr11ts, i,_qo I~dition: 3 srnrc, · 
quantitati,·e, ling-uistic, total: self-marking: Forms \ 
('47, 4 pages), B ('55, 4 pages): manual, third edi-
tion ('67, IO pages): $5.()j f,(.'r 25 test~: 4Pc' per n,;rn-
ual; $1.2~ per specimen set: postage extra: 15 ( 2 0 ) 
mi1111t1:s: Thelma Gwinn Thurstnne ( te<t) and L. I. 
Thurston~ (test) ; Science Research Associates, Inc • 
REFERENCES 
t. GRIGG, ArsTtN E., ANO FrLFR, RonERT J. "Norm~ for 
Scicntt~t~ anrl Ericin<"Cr!'i on SRA \'erhal Tt!-t." J Indus l's)"· 
dH1 l .3:52-J Je '65. • 
2. l'IITLLIPS, RrcnARO )IARTIS. A .\fullrtlr Rrr,rrssion Stiuly 
nf Acad,·mir Prrdictin11 at Gol!audd {r,/1,·nr. Doctor's !ln·"=i,, 
t°'niversity of itaryland (College Park, ~Id.), 1969. <DAI 
30:5257,\) 
For rc,;ic,,•s by rrr. D. Co111111i11s and Wif!is 
C. Schaefer, sec 4:.UQ. 
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*Safran Culture Reduced Intelligence Test. 
Grades 1-6. 4 and over: 196o-6(); SCR IT; scp:ir:.k 
ans\\·er sheets must be used: Can 2(' per mi111c"-
graphcd answer sheet, postage extra; C. Safran; the 
Author. * 
a) [SCALF. 1.] Grades 1-6; 1960-66: I fnrm ('60 .. p 
pages) ; mimeographed manual ('62. reprint of I h<'-
low); mimeographed instructions for group admi:ii--
tration in grades 1-·3 ['65. 4 pages J: mimeogra;,hcd 
instructions for indi\"idu:il arlrninistration ['61, I page]; 
mimeographed norms ('65, 2 pages] f.,r grades : ;ind 
3 only: .JO(' J>cr test; IO(' per norms: 10(' per manual: 
( JO-.JS) minutes. 
/,) [RF.v1,u1 SCALF. 2.] Grades 4 and m·er: 1960-(,q: 
I form ['69, c1960, 26 pai;:es. consisting of 21 ,,f the 
60 items from the 1960 editinn] : rnimcnc:raphcd in-
structinns tor administration ('69, 1 page) : rnit11C0· 
graphed introduction [ '69, 3 page~] : no norms : JO<.' 
per test: 15 ( 20) minutes. 
REFERE;s;CES 
1. See 6 :4?7. 
;:. \\'r.~r. L. \\'., ASD :\IACAJ1THUR, R. S. "An E\"alu:itii•n 
of ~clcctr,I lntelligrnn:~: Tc!,t-. fnr Two ~amt1kc;. of ,tctis :1rnl 
lncli:in Children." .1,· ,·,ta J Ld R,·s 10·17-.:7 ~tr 'fq. • ll'A 
39:,23,8) 
TRADE SKILL PROGRAMS 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
The student will be trained in all phases of machine 
operation: data entry devic.es, unit-record equipment, 
41 
and computer operations. The student will plan flow charts 
I 
to develop computer programs in the languages, RPG and CC~0L. 
ELECTRICITY 
Electricity is a two-year course in which the student 
will learn bluepring reading, electrical theory, and wiring 
of houses and small commercial buildings. 
AIR CONDITIONING AND PLUMBING 
This two-year course gives instruction in air conditioning, 
plumbing, heating, and refrigeration. The student can learn 
to install and repair commercial and domestic equipment and 
gain the basic knowledge to qualify as a competent service 
mechanic. 
HORTICULTURE 
The student in one year of horticulture will work in 
landscaping, floristry, and in nursery and greenhouse manage-
ment. The student will then be prepared for an entry level 
job in this field. 
CARPENTRY 
In this two year course the student will use 
woodworking tools and machines on wood and wood sub-
stitutes. The student will learn to read and lay out 
42 
a working drawing, to order th~ l~ilding materials for 
specific jobs, and to construct cabinets, forms and build-
ings. 
AtrrOMOTIVE MECHANICS 
In this two year course the student will develop 
the skill and technical knowledge needed to service and 
repair all the mechanical parts of the modern car. 
COSMETOLOGY 
The student in three years of cosmetology will learn 
how to color, cut, style, and set hair. The student will 
learn to select, care for, and use chemical products. 
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COMPurER PROGRAMMING 
STUDENT S.TaE.A. CLASS 
NUMBER SCORES GRADES 
X y x2 y2 XY 
1 119 8 14,161 64 952 
2 114 8 12996 64 912 
3 114 8 12996 64 912 
4 112 8 12544 64 896 
5 109 8 11881 64 872 
6 108 8 11664 64 864 
7 106 8 11236 64 848 
8 106 7 11236 49 742 
9 106 5 11236 25 530 
10 106 4 11236 16 424 
11 102 6 10404 36 612 
12 102 5 10404 25 510 
13 98 8 9604 64 784 
14 97 5 9409 25 485 
15 96 6 9216 36 576 
16 96 6 9216 36 576 
17 96 5 9216 25 480 
18 94 5 8836 25 470 
19 94 3 8836 9 282 
20 93 4 8649 16 372 
21 92 3 8464 9 276 
22 91 3 8281 9 273 
23 90 5 8100 25 450 
24 89 3 7921 9 267 
25 86 2 7396 4 172 
26 85 3 7225 9 255 
27 84 4 7056 16 336 
28 67 2 4489 4 134 
29 65 __ 1 4225 1 65 
2817 151 278133 921 15327 
r is equal to .846 
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ELECTRICI'.I'Y 
STUDENT S.T.EoA. CLASS 
NUMBER SCORES GRADES 
X y x2 y2 XY 
1 119 6 14161 36 714 
2 112 7 12544' 49 784 
3 108 8 11664 64 G':>4 
4 105 7 11025 49 735 
5 105 6 11025 36 630 
6 100 6 10000 36 600 
7 99 5 9801 25 495 
8 94 7 8836 49 658 
9 93 7 8649 49 651 
10 93 7 8649 49 651 
11 92 3 8464 9 276 
12 90 5 8100 25 450 
13 90 4 8100 16 360 
14 83 3 6889 9 249 
15 79 2 6241 4 158 
16 78 3 6084 9 234 
17 77 3 5929 9 231 
18 75 2 5625 4 150 
19 73 2 5329 4 146 
1765 93 167115 531 9036 
r is equal to .81 
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AIR CONDITIONING AND PLUMBING 
STUDENT S.T.E.A. CLASS 
NUMBER SCORES GRADES 
X y x2 y2 XY 
1 112 5 12544 25 560 
2 111 6 12321 36 666 
3 111 6 12321 36 606 
4 111 3 12321 9 333 
5 109 4 11881 16 436 
6 105 4 11025 16 420 
7 103 5 10609 25 515 
8 102 6 10404 36 612 
9 100 6 10000 36 600 
10 100 6 10000 36 600 
11 100 6 10000 36 600 
12 99 5 9801 25 495 
13 95 4 9025 16 380 
14 94 5 8836 25 470 
15 92 5 8464 25 460 
16 91 3 8281 9 273 
17 90 4 8100 16 360 
18 89 5 7921 25 445 
19 88 4 7744 16 352 
20 88 4 7744 16 352 
21 86 2 7396 4 172 
22 83 4 6889 16 332 
23 83 3 6889 9 249 
24 83 2 6889 4 166 
25 81 3 6561 9 243 
26 73 3 5329 9 219 
2479 113 239295 531 10976 
r is equal to .59 
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HORTICULTURE 
STUDENT S.ToE.A. CLASS 
NUMBER SCORES GRADES 
X y X y XY 
1 116 8 :3456 64 928 
2 112 8 12544 64 896 
3 111 5 12321 ' 25 555 
4 99 8 9801 64 792 
5 92 8 8464 64 736 
6 92 4 8464 16 368 
7 92 4 8464 16 368 
_8_ 
_§§_ __ 4 7744 _!.§ 352 
802 49 81258 329 4995 




STUDENT S.T.E.A. CLASS 
NUMBER SCORES GRADES 
X y x2 y2 XY 
1 119 7 '14161 49 833 
2 111 7 12321 49 777 
3 108 8 11664 64 864 
4 106 4 11236 16 424 
5 100 6 10000 36 600 
6 99 8 9801 64 792 
7 99 5 9801 25 495 
8 98 6 9604 36 588 
9 97 7 9409 49 679 
10 97 6 9409 36 582 
11 94 8 8836 64 752 
12 94 7 8836 49 658 
13 93 6 8649 36 558 
14 92 6 8464 36 552 
15 92 5 8464 25 460 
16 90 5 8100 25 450 
17 90 4 8100 16 360 
18 86 4 7396 16 344 
19 83' 6 6889 36 498 
20 83 3 6889 9 249 
21 82 7 6724 49 574 
22 71 4 5041 _.1§. 284 
2084 129 199794 801 12373 




STUDENT SoToE.Ao CLASS 
NUMBER SCORES GRADES 
X .y x2 y2 XY 
1 107 2 11449 4 214 
2 101 4 10~01 16 404 
3 90 6 8100 36 540 
4 90 6 8100 36 : '! () 
5 88 4 7744 16 352 
6 87 3 7569 9 261 
7 87 3 7569 9 261 
8 84 2 "7056 4 168 
9 83 6 6889 36 498 
10 72 4 5184 _1.§. 288 
889 40 79861 182 3526 
:r is equal to .22 negative 
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COSMETOLOGY 
STUDENT S.T.E.A. CLASS 
NUMBER SCORES GRADES 
X y x2 y2 XY 
( 
1 112 7 12544 49 784 
2 106 6 11236 36 (~5 
3 106 3 11236 9 318 
4 96 7 9216 49 672 
5 95 2 9025 4 190 
6 93 5 8649 25 465 
7 93 5 8649 25 465 
8 92 5 8464 25 460 
9 91 6 8281 36 546 
10 91 4 8281 16 364 
11 87 6 7569 36 522 
12 85 8 7225 64 680 
13 85 7 7225. 49 595 
14 85 5 7225 25 425 
15 85 5 7225 25 425 
16 82 4 7056 16 168 
17 79 5 6241 25 395 
8110 502 145347 90 1563 
r is equal to .8045 negative 
